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Introduction

Revyu
a reviewing and rating web site

Why create Revyu?



Introduction

Reviews and ratings created within 
Revyu are exposed in a reusable, 
machine-readable format, RDF

Data access mechanisms provided by 
Revyu improve upon the APIs of sites 
such as Amazon



Introduction

Revyu takes a Linked Data approach to 
publishing reviews and ratings on the web
- all entities are addressable over the Web
- duplication of data across data providers is reduced
- data integration can be performed once, and reused

Revyu takes an open world prespective on 
the review process



Outline

Document design decisions made during the 
implementation of Revyu

Discuss the techniques used for linking Revyu
data with external sources

Outline how to infer the trustworthiness of 
reviewers as sources of information and 
recommendation



Design decisions

tagging

human-oriented vs. machine-oriented 
mashups

programmatic access to Revyu data



A usable semantic web system



Tagging

Users associate keyword tags with the 
items they were reviewing

Identify co-occuring tags
Derive type information
- two domains (books, films)



Human-oriented vs. Machine-oriented 
mashups

RDF: complemented by links to additional
data in external data sets.

HTML: reproduce external data



Programmatic access to Revyu data

Third parties can access Revyu data by 
performing HTTP GET requests

Data held within the site can be queried 
programmatically via the Revyu SPARQL 
endpoint.



Production of Linked Data

Linkable Data in Revyu

Linking to other data sets
- retroactive linking
- proactive linking

- ‘skeleton’ record



Location map of reviewed item using external geodata



Consumption of Linked Data



Profile page of ‘The Prestige’ with DBpedia file data



Reusing existing personal profiles

User provide URI

User doesn’t provide URI
- query with SPARQL a store of FOAF data 
crawled from across the Web and stored in 
the Talis Platform
- use the Sindice Semantic Web index



User profile page, showing reuse of external FOAF data



Collecting and exposing social network data

Use foaf:knows property



Inferring trust relationships

Hoonoh algorithms: three metrics
- person - topic 

- ‘experience’
- ‘expertise’

- person - person
- ‘affinity’



Future work

Aggregate a number of review and 
rating data from external sources
Investigate algorithms for reasoning 
about the trustworthiness at large 
amount of data



Conclusion

Functionality is not unique
provide a publicly available service in 
daily use that is oriented towards 
human users, as well as embodies the 
current best practices in developing for 
the semantic web.
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